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DYNAMIC TESTING OF THE FEARFOTT 070240/030 ACCELEROMETER
ABSTRACT
A Kearfott 070240/030 pendulous accelerometer serial #N3
was integrated with a United Aircraft Pulse Torque Servo
Assembly (PISA) forced binary loop. The test objective was to
measure dynamic errors due to ani.soi_nert a and OA coupling
effects.	 The instrument and its torque loop are described and
the technique for isolating 	 the:, anisoine.rtia ' error from
centripetal acceleration effects is discussed in detail.
The measured anisoinertia error coefficient was 3.0 cm,
and the testing confirmed that no rectified OA coupling error
was present.
.i
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INTRODUCTION Ga
This report
	
presents and	 discusses the results of	 tests
performed	 on the Singer Kearfott 	 C702401030	 pendulous,, pulse
torqued	 accelerometer,	 serial.	 number	 N3	 (h.ereafter	 called
Kearfott	 2401
	
accelerometer),	 in a dynamic environment. 	 The
accelerometer was tested	 with a United	 Aircraft	 pulse torque
servo assembly (PTSA)
	
forced binary loop.
In stabilized	 platform applications,	 the various dynamic
error - sources are not routinely considered	 since the	 platform
functions
	
to isolate	 the instruments	 from undesired	 dynamic
forcing	 functions.	 Rowever,- in strapdown applications 	 the
instruments encounter
	 the	 full	 dynamic environment	 and	 all s
error sources must be considered.
The objective of 	 the test	 program was to investigate and
evaluate	 the	 accelerometer's	 dynamic	 characteristics,
specificly, anisoinertia and	 OA	 coupli:ng, when the instrument
is subjected	 to angular oscillations `and constant rate inputs*
k
i
These tests were	 part of	 a continuing	 study	 program to
fully	 determine	 expected ' strapdown sy'ste,m	 performance in an
r
angular dynamic environment. it is hoped that the test results
observed will aid. the strapdown system designer, since little
data is currently available for body mounted accelerometers in
a dynamic environment.
The report is divided into seveit sections and an appendi x,
A -detai-1ed description and performance characteristics of the
Kearfott 2401 accelerometer are presented in Section 2. The
pulse-torque rebalance loop used in conjunction with the
accelerometer, the Unii_--cd Aircraft FTSA, is described in
Section 3.
Section 4	 provides in	 introduction and background
tt:eatment of the accelerometer .d y namic error sources covered in
the test program. The output axis dynamic equation is given,
and the discussion continues with a detailea description of the
anxsoinerti.a and OA coupling dynamic error terms.
The dynamic test facility and test procedures are
described in Section S. A description of the results of the
tests run on the accelerometer, together with the approaches
used and difficulties .encountered, follow in Section 6.
Section 7 presents the. conclusions of the dynamic test
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TION 2
DESCRIPTION
rnri nnanruis c ►FfJ1 ACCELEP.OE'IETE0i
The Kearfott 2401 accelerometer is a single axis, viscous
damped, linear device which uses a hinged pendulum as the
•	 J.
sensing element. Fig 2.1' shows its outer case dimensions and
Table 2.1 Lists the operational and perfoi:aance para.mete: s as
quoted by_ Singer-Nearfott.	 (Publishing of thi$ performance
data in this report 'does not infer CSDL verification except as
-irdiu: cted in 'the texts) The pendulum contains both pickoff
excitation and DC torquer coils wound on a common form, It is
anchored to an aluminum housing through a low creep, lour
h ysteresis, frictionl6ss spring suspension. 	 'An alternating
current excited, air core differential transformer t ype pickoff
.produces a voltage due to the relative displacement, resulting
from sensed accelerations, between pendulum and housing. When
the accelerometer is used di.th an analog torque rebalance loop,
the accelerometer pickoff voltage- is amplified, 'demodulated and
fed back to drive the tor q ue generator thus rebalancing the
A
The sprang suspension util ,,M.-s two integrally 'mounted leaf.
springs contained in a common plane, but sufficiently spaced to
I
-reduce errors	 from	 cross	 axis acceleration	 to a negligible ^r
level, To provide dampin g and insure satisfactory operation in.
k s6vere environments,	 the entire	 housing	 is	 filled	 with	 a_
silicone fluid.
^I
1
F:
REBALANCE LOOP DESCRIPTION
THE UNITED 'AIRCRAFT FTSA
A	 United	 Aircraft	 Corp.	 (UAC) forced-binary pulse
torque-to-balance loop •hereafter called P`FSA was interfaced to
the Kearfott 2401 accelerometer. The FTSA is a piilse ' tr:idth
modulated binary loop.which provides digitized torquing signals
to rebalance the inertial instrument. -A block diagram of the
loop is shown in Fig. 3.1.	 The loop-consists of 'four major
"functional-
 components:
a) amplifier and demodulator
b) quantizer
3)	 current bridge and driver
d)	 current regulator
A brief description of the loop follows.
As the accelerometer senses an input, the inst.rumeat •
pickaff generates a voltage ahi:ch varies in proportion to the
displacement of the pendulum from null.	 This signal is
IL
f
network. The output of the loop compensation 'network is then
summed with a reference ramp function o€ : limit cycle frequency
and amplified prior to its transmittal' to the quantizer. ?he
quantizer detects zero crossings of the resultant wave and then
furnishes a signal, to switch the current in the torquer from
plus to minus thus producinq a pulse-width modulated wave of
limit cycle frequency. With no ac6elerati.on input, the zero
crossing occurs 'at the mid-time point of the limit cycle; for
maximum plus or minus rate, the zero crossing occurs at the
beginning or end of • tha limit cycle, respectively.
	
The
waveform is shown in Fig. 3.2. Thus, the quantizer generates
an output	 waveform	 whose duty cycle is approximately
proportional to the amplitude of its input signal.
The ,
 quantized signal is used to drive an Ii switch (four
transistor -bridgey which can reverse the current in the
accelerometer tor quer.	 There is a maximum of 54 switching
points within the 1KHZ limit cycle period. The polarit y of
current change occurs at the zero crossing in the quantizer,
when the next 64KHZ clock pulse occurs. The magnitude of the
torquer current is precisely maintained by a current regulator.
The net torque current supplied to the instrument is of a
polarity required to return the pendulum to its null •positipn..
C
The FTSA loop, therefore, supplies an average ` value of current
over a limit cycle to balance the torque generated by the rate
input and maintains a nearly constant torque coil power
regardless of accele-rometer input-axi p rate.


Of	 interest	 a's the output axis d Y namic a uation which is4
derived tram ,
 the above in the various - references and	 restated
here. {
(4.2)
IOA 9 + CCA 8 -P . aLRA + ,M,	 -P aPRA e - I^JA T^'ORA
+	 IPA - II A)[.w IR A WPR A + { ^^ IR ^ - IVpR: ^) E)
where:
Z( }= moment	 of' inertia ©f
	 the	 float about each of
	 its
principal
	 axes:	 pendulous	 axis	 (PA)	 input	 axis	 J
(IA) , output axis
	 {OA)	 a
y
CaA the-viscous damping coefficient about OA
	 ^^
P the float penduzosity (ml)
a^ ) = the	 linear	 acceleration of
	 the accelerometer along
its respective axes:
	 pendulous reference axis
	 (PRA),
input reference axis	 (8A)
W^ }= the angular velocity of case
6	 = angle about OA of the float with respect to the case,
f,I,G= commanded torque of the torque generator 
Th:e terms on	 the. left correspond
	 to the float
	 dynamic
response.. The first. two terms oft the right correspond
	 to the..
,torque. due	 to accelerometer input- axis accaleLat on response
:and .	the accelerometer control.
	 torque.
	 The rema' ininq	 terms


SECTION 5
TEST ^4BCHANIZATION AND PROCEDURES
DYNAMIC TEST FACILITY
The dynamic test	 facility consisted	 of	 a two-axis Lenz
dividing	 head	 mounted	 on	 a	 gyro	 rate	 table	 and	 a'	 test
instrument console adapted	 for this program.	 A	 block diagram
illustrating	 the functional elements of	 the controls, various
test	 monitors and	 support	 equipment	 is shown in	 Fig.	 5.7.
= ­ gure	 5.2	 shows	 .&nd	 dl vi d1ng	 dead on the
3
rate table.	 For the OA coupling	 test the gyro rate table was
a
converted	 to a si,ng1Q axis angular oscillator. 	 The	 dividing
head was removed, and the accelerometer .was mounted directly to
the rate tabled
An	 oven was	 built
	
around	 the	 2401	 accelerometer	 for
temperature control of 	 the instrument.	 Although the PTSA loop
should	 also have. been temperature controlled,. it. was difficult
to do so, due to its bulkiness and the limited time allotted to
'the	 test	 program.	 It	 is	 felt	 that,	 had	 the	 PISA	 been
tempe rature controlled,	 the un certainties in	 the 'test results
could have been reduced by-an order of magnitude,
-	 1
iThe interconnection . of the ac-el.erometer with the
supportingelc utronics and test equipment- was .carefully
developed to assure -that- noise on the signal generator and
torquer lines where minimized. To eliminate ground. Loop
problems, a single-point grounding scheme was employed. Lead
lengths were minimized and critical signal lines were,shi.elded
to assure a minimum of pick-up. Input po^aer'was regulated to
minimize power line' transient effects on the accelerometer
iperformance data.
Temperature,errors due to the PTSA-accelerometer loop were
kept to .
 a • minimum by controlling the laboratory temperature
environment to .72 t .2 0 F.
Fundamental to accelerometer testing is the . or-ientation of
the instrument with regard to the local g.ravit}f vector. With
the instrument input axis aligned for a positive one-g input,
the relationship between the number of data pulses accumulated
for a selected number of clock pulses is
bY .each data , pulse fPr +IA aligned	 paral.l.el to the .g
vector, , i
A	 _ -the	 ac c elerometer	 bias	 exprzss^d	 in	 the	 same
dimensions as the gravity term ;.g;
P	 =_ the	 number of	 d to	 pulses accumulated	 during	 the I^_
xese.t count period i.0 the +lcj orientation,
?2 the.	 number of	 data	 pulses accumulated	 during	 the
preset count pe riod in the -lg .or:enta.tion,
T	 = the -clock freq uency tithes the counter ` preset.
•. 9	 = local acceleration of gravity (980.4 cmjsec 2 ) . j
If the ` instrument	 input	 axis i.s aligned	 in a ne-gative
sense with respect	 to the	 local	 g	 vector, the corresponding
equation. is
SF _ g - Ab
By adding Eq. 6.1 and	 Eq. 6.2 and solving for scale factor SF
we have f
SF	 cm/see
1'P1 _
T T (6.. 3, ^
The accelerometer	 bi-a .s can	 be determined	 by subtracting
Eq.	 6'. 2 iron- Eq.. 6, 1, result ing in the expression
J
1
P^~	
P
SF	 I	 _ 1	 cmf sectA^ =
.T	 ^'
For	 the
	
instrument	 under
	
test,	 the	 following	 values were 1^
ascertained for S.F and Ab
SF	 21121.1 cm/sect
 ..
#
{4
r
A	 - 1807 cm /secb
. 1.
Test.	 uncertaint ies of .	0.2
	
c m/sect were observed
	
during
	
the
testa !^
6.2	 ANISOINER.TIA MEASUREMENT ^{
The initial	 approach used
	
to measure anisoinertia !was to
model	 the	 geometry of	 the	 test " 	sat . up so that centripetal
errors could
	
be analytically compensated..	 However, since the
rate	 table axis of
	
rotation	 did	 not	 intersect and	 was not
norifial	 to the dividing'	 head axis of 'rotation, no simple model
could be obtained which would allow accurate compensation,
t The second	 ap proach was to reduce the centri petal	 inputs ,PP	 R
t	 near zero by positioning the accelerometer center of gravityt
'theat the center of rotation of	 ate table	 Thus, any slight
£uariati oz
	 in	 geametry from are assumed	 ideal	 could_ cantrbute
only 'negligibly small errors.
n	 the revised	 test 5et^ap^ the ;accelerometer was. mount,
on "th:edzc*,dstag	 head	 s^zch	 that the ingot and	 pendulous
E.r -
could be rotated in a vertical plane about the output axis*
The dividing heart . was placed on the rate table such that the
accelerometer did not sense any
.
 centripetal acdelerati.on input:,
The accelerometer IA was pos- '.ioned at eight positions relative
t-o the gravity vector separated by 45 0 increments. The rate
table was rotated at rates of 0.05 rad/sec and 1.0 rad/sec for
each accelerometer position. The-accelerometer output was
recorded and the indicated error due to anisoinertia vias
I
	
	
calculated for each position using Eq. 6.5. See Fig. 5.1 and
Flu. 6.2.
Indicated Anisoinertia Error AzN	 - Alm
•	 at -1.. 0. rad f :sec	 at 0. 05 rad f sec
(6.5)
Table 6.1 lists the-results.
As can be seen from the tabulated results, the error term
the anisoinertia, IAA-1 1Acan be calculated by averaging the
results. Thus, for the table rate of 1.0 rad/sec and with the
Accelerometer IA set at a 4? angle from horizontal,	 +
W IA=WPA - 0.7 rad/sec
and
{ SPA I.^, A ? WIA WPA = 1 .47 cm/sect
Thus, an aniscinertia error coefficient can be defined equal
I
to,' II
TA 
/ml, which for the 2431 accelerometer equals 3.0 cm.
Pfi	 ^
:y
	
	 Alfso, since m1 = 1,<12 g -cm the corresponding. anisoinertia . is 3.4
gm-cm  2
}
6.3 OA COUPLING MEASUREMENT
The dynamic test facility was used for the OA coupling
measurement, This nest facility consists of a single-axis
angular oscillator and a PDP/8L minicomputer. A block diagram
illustrating the functional elements is shown in Fig. 6,3.
I
The accelerometer was mounted directly to the test table
with its output axis aligned perpendicular to the table. Thus,
an bA coupling input could be applied to the accelerometer
.	
l9
;Y
(input oscillations about the output axis] when the table was
.	 5
oscl fated over a range of frequencies. T he net output should
have been rare r
 since theoretically .there, is no-rectified. I
torque due to oscillations about the output axis.
i
The	 accelerometer
	
was osc illated	 over a ' range of
frequencies from 1.0 to 100 HZ With .amplitudes as shown in
Table 6.2.	 For each input condition
(Ain) 
stead-	
= 96
s^a^e
was determined and compared to ,.(A )
	
	
determined
ref.
at zero input (no oscillation of table).
The test was repeated with the table top rotated 90	 about
the tilt axis	 ( TA	 up ) .
Tables	 6 , 2 and	 6.3	 show the	 steady	 state	 accelerometer
outputs	 with corresponding
	 frequencies and	 amplitudes at
oscillation, ^
The output distribution lies within the test uncertainty,
3
indicating no definable 0A coupling error.
20
SECTION 7
CONCLUSiOVS AND HECOMENDATIONS
)HS
The following conclusions resuite3 from the dynamic test
programs
1.) In order to get. an accurate measurement of the anisoinertia
error term, the test setup should not introduce any
centripetal ' acceleration inputs.
^z
0
S}i
F2.) The measured	 anisoi.nertia error coefficient was	 3.0
cm.
3.) It was confirmed that no rectified OA coupling error
was	 present. Thus,	 the
	 dynamic test results from
this instrument confirm the theoretical predictions
for a pendulous accelerometer. .
4.) A bias uncertainty of.	 0.3	 cmisec 2 observed eras
possibly	 due
	 to room	 temperature variation	 effects
on	 the	 PTSA, superimposed	 on random	 noise and
21
lerrors tntroducel by short term averaging of data.
7.2 RECOMMERDATIONS
Any further testing of this instrument for small error
coefficients :should be done with a temperature controlled PISA,
s^t.ce the accuracy of the test results might be limited by the
lack of PISA temperature control.
It is recommended that further dynamic tests be run with
this instrument to establish Li te magnitude of the remaining
dynamic Error terms.	 These. tests will require a. two axis
angular shaker and. i7 ill	 establish a magnitude for the
following.
1. Qibropendulosity
2. Nnisoelasticity
3. sculling
A	 discussion of	 these dynamic error terms and	 a
corresponding test p lan are contained in ,appendix A.
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APPENDIX A
MULTI--AXIS TEST PLAN PROPOSAL
lowing test plan is derived from reference-E: 2 and
resents* a method
	
for evaluating
	
the dynamic
r response in the
	
pre:-ence of vibration and
uts. The foll;swing dvnamic characteristics will be
determined arcing a two-axis oscillator
f
11	 Vibropnluious effect
2.	 Anisoelastic effect
3:	 Sculling
A.1 VIBROPENDULOUS EFFECT
When in-phase linear vibrations are applied along the
input and pendulous axes of an undamped pendulous accelerometer
a rectification of the vibration input occurs. 	 For the case
shown in Fig. A.1, the acceleration component along the input
axis causes a rotation of the pendulum from its null position.
A component of pendulosity thus exists along the reference IA
direction and is sensitive to an acceleration input along the
pendulous axis.	 When the vibration input reverses sign, a
reversal in both the pendulum displacement, 8 , and	 the
.25
section of the input acceleration along the pendulous axis
intains the sign of the sensed input and a rectified output
results.
input vibration a in sinwt, is applied at an
to the pendulum input axis in the
that the pendulum moires during. a negligibly
to the effective threshold of the rebalance
rectifier) error is equivalent to
r
(A.1)
a F = K SP ain cosy! sin4% sin2Wt
K TP a n	 1 cos 2^^t
2	 sin 2r`	 2
where z	 KlP	 the input axis-pendulous axis cross-coupling
coefficient.
0
The stead y state error peaks f.or jr =45 - .	 in addition to the
DC component, there exists a sinusoidally varing term having a
frequency equal to twice that of the vibration input.
For a vibropendulosity error
	
to occur in a. damped
instrument., the inputs along the input axis and the pendulous
axis must be out-of-phase.	 This is true because the float
motion, due to the damping, will lag the phase of input along
the input axis.
The instrum-ent sit-up for determining the vibropendul.ous
i
26
	
F.
Assume that an
angle ii relative
plane. Issume also
shall time intsrval
loop employed, The
i=ror is shown in Figure A.2.
	
The accelerometer input axis 	 ^.
Les parallel to the oscillator Y-axis. 	 The pendulous axis
i
i.es Darallel to the oscillator Z-axis. For -low input
requencies, the pendulum will tract the resulting vibration
aput along the input axis clue to the Z-axis oscillation. Due
to the fluid damping, the pendulum response will lag the
drivin g input by almost 900 . Thus,. the input along the
pendulous axis (;due to the Y-axis oscillation) must lag the
first i nput by the same amount ( X) to-produce a rectified error
output.
I
The instrument threshold will not have appreciable effect
on the output obtained from the two simultaneous inputs. This
will be trite because only one term in the equation for the
float response t.o a single vibratory input results in a
tectified output in the presence of an input along the
pendulous axis.	 This term is the sinusoidal response to the
sir.gle axis vibratory input.	 The other* terms in the complete
response equation describe slow drifting of the float, or
transients associated with the torquing pulses.
A.2 ANISCELASTIC EFFECT
In-phase linear vibrations along the input and output axes
of an accelerometer can give rise to rectified error torques if
unequal s pring restraints exist along the in put axis at
opposite ends of- the •float. Fig. A.3 shows a representation
27
1	 l _	 ^I	 I
Y
of ' a float with hypothetical positions for the center of
gravity, center of floatation, and center of suspension. Under
the action of an input acceleration, the following equilibrium
equation results
( M  a,IA) d1	 fl a IA d2 - A f S d  = p	
(A.2)
where:
m f
 = mass of the float (grams)
Ul f, = mass of the displaced fluid (grams)
d  = separation between the center of mass of the float
and the suspension =enter (--m)
d 2 = se p aration between the center of floatation and the
suspension center (cm)
Afs = differencr;r between suspension restraiding forces on
opposite ends of the float (dyn-e).
if the pendulous m -ember is unflPatbd, the buoyancy torque
is absent and
rn. a 
IA 
d 
I	 (A.4)Af -_ -1,S	 d
s
jefiniva K 
S 
as the suspension stiffness, the rotation of
the pendulons. elonent, 0 
R	
corresponding to&f S is
	
Af	 (A. 5)
OR	 S
K d
s s
For the case of the perfectly floated instrument
M f a IA 
(d 2 d 1)
X d 2	 (A. 6)
s s
if simult aueous vibra tion	 inputs are applied	 to	 the
accelerometer along both the input and output axes, an error
analogous t? that - for the vibropendulous effect may be derived
4
My ( d	 d )
E	 1	 1	 2	 for the steady state erroranisoelastic	 2K d	 a inS s
(A. 7)
The key teras in the e quation are (a	 172-dj) and KS . "ood design
will ncrmally result in a value'for ' (d2 -d j ) ^4hich approaches
zero,	 Ths laraer KS isr the smaller the error- tha 't ^esults.
The setup for determination of the anisoalastic effect is
shown in Fi gure A.4.	 Here the oscillating inputs are applied
29
`	 along the input .and output axes. Again the threshold will have 	 y
no effect on the results,.
s
A.3 SCULLING
The phenomenon Ynotrn as sculling occurs if simultaneous
angular oscillation about the output axis and linear vibration
along the pendulous axis are applies; to the accelerometer. Thp
applicable error term is
Sculling Error = ap d O 
a
 .aPA
The interaction tor que term represents the sculling effect.
Letting
d%QA
dt	 = am sin bt
and
aPA = +a In sin bt
the ScullingE • rror= +K ap am
 a  sin  bt
Kup am a 	 1 cos 2 bt)2
(A. 9)
(A. 10)
(A. 11)
-Once again the reaction torque contains a rectified component
and a sinusoidal component varyi.nq at twice the input
frequency.
. "'' 8
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CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION TOLERANCE DIMENSIONS
Pendulum
Pendulosity 1100 15% dyn-cm/g
Mechanical Freedom. of Pendulum
with Respect to the Case +-2 Minimum mrad
Output 1tloraent of Ir_tertia 14 f 205o dyn-can.-s2
Flexure Spring Rate 1540 ±40°io dyn-cm/rad
Flexure Spring Rate 1.4 ±50% g/rad
Pickof:
Pickoff Scale Factor 10 k201b V rms,ra.d
Input Impedance (175 + J98) ±25% ohms
dc Resistance - ExcitAtion Coil 164 x'25% ohms
Output Impedance T (115 + J20) : 25% ohms
do Resistance-Pickofz Coil 58 x'25 To ohms
Electrical Quadrature Null
(Trimmed), 200 Maximum ►ter
Phase Angler (0) ±10 deg
Torquer
Current Scale Factor .99 x'0.03 ma/g
Torquer Time Constant (T2 ) 0.2 to 20 ---- As
do Resistance - Torquer Coil 160 25°io ohms
Damping
Damping Coefficient 76,400 x'40010 dyn-cm-s
* With external .2 rnfd shunting capacitor.
(1) As published by Singer-Kearfott Division (Ref. 1)
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Table 6. 1
Error Due to Anisoinertia
IA Ain
(degrees) (cm/sec
45 1.54
90 0.07
135 -1.50
100 -0.32
225 1.54
270 0.31
315 -1.30
360 0.10
Table 6.2
g
OA Coupling Test Output
1A Horizontal
Static-Dynamic
Frequency Amplitude Output Difference
	
(Hz)	 (mr)	 (can/sect )
	
1	 2. 6 -	 --0.03
	
2	 4.4
	
-0.07
	
5	 ---	 -----
7.5	 ---	 ---__	 SystemResonance
10
	
15.
	
4.0	 0.08
	
20	 2.0	 0.25
	
30	 1.0	 -0.21
	
50	 0.2	 0.31
	
60	 0.1	 -0.. 	 -
	
75	 0.1	 0.19
	
100	 0.1	 0. 17
•	 ,s
I
•	 ^1
r'
I	 I	 1	 1__J_	 I	 _
Table s. 3
OA Coupling Test Output
IA Vertical
Static--Dynamic
Frequency Amplitude Output Difference
(Hz) (mr) (crn/sec2)
1 2. 0' 0.05
2 --- ----System
5 ___ .....,.	 Resonance
10 10.0 0.10
15 3.3 0..17
20 2.0 0.31
30 1.0 0.02
50 0.2 0.01
70 0.1 -0.14
100 0.1 -0. 13

vl _ I	 1_ 1_ 1,._	 -1
!A
r
PA
OA
y
—^. z
^
_ o^y si.n(wt +0)
oz = omz sin wt
900
8mo = IA misalignment about 4A
omp = IA misalignment about PA
6y= om.y w , cos (wt + 0)
@y = - 6my w2 sin(wt +V)
oz = 0 m w cos wt
g z =_9 mz w2 sin wt
1. Input ) IAy 
-omo r 0 m j.1,2 sin (wt +(P)
2. Input) IAz = r omz w2 sin Nvt
Fig. A.3 Force Diagram for Pendulous Float with -Input
Acceleration Along the Input Axis
Af s = f S - f s2
a.in
6y = •8rny sin( ,.vt +v )
6z = gmz sin wt'
goo
1	 I	 I__	 I	 _ _ L
1. Input) IAy - - 6mo r omy w2 sin (wt ± (P)
2. Input) IAz - r om.z w2 sin wt
3. Input) Ay= -•r 0 m w2 sin (wt [ )
=. Input } OAz = grnp r Druz ^v2 sin ^^rt
5. Input} PAy = 
-r W'	 w cos (wt f V) ) 2	 (centripetal acceleration)r
6. Input)	 _ --r (A	 w cos tivt)2 	 (centripetal acceleration)PAz	 mz
Frig. A.4 Axis Orientation: Anisoelastic Effect
y
^r—
OA	 Z
t
IA
PA.
6z = 8mz sin tivt
9y = Amy sin (t=,st +v )
goo
1. Input ) about OAz - -
 0m.z w2 sin wt
